Please find below an example report from one of our experienced editors: prepared
with care and attention for a writer like yourself. Identifying details for the author,
editor, and the content of the book have been changed or blocked out to preserve
anonymous identity and the author's intellectual property. Please note that this is a
sample used to reflect the quality of our editorial service. By nature of the service, as
feedback is tailored to each individual manuscript, reports may vary in length and
content. Wondering if this service is right for you? Drop us an email at
info@jerichowriters.com and one of our writer support team will be happy to discuss
your options.
EXAMPLE MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENT
Please find below your commissioned Editorial Report from Jericho Writers.
This report has been prepared with care by your editor and will help identify what is
working and give you practical and constructive advice on your next steps. We advise
you to read the report carefully and then put it aside for a few days. After that time you
may have questions so do remember that you have the opportunity to have a followup conversation (by email or phone) with your editor in order to understand better
any comments made. This is all part of the service.

INTRO:
Thank you for sending your novel to Jericho Writers for review. I found BOOK TITLE to
be an entertaining and insightful look into the world of THE THEME OF THE NOVEL.
Even though we’ve come a long way since the time period of your story, there is so
much about it that resonates today, and I think Jack’s struggles to assert himself in a
place where he has been stripped of control will be a powerful journey that many
readers will be delighted to take. However, there are many ways (which I’ve outlined
in this report) in which Jack’s struggles are currently being subverted in the novel, and
that has the effect of dulling their potential impact. I’d love to see you rework the story
to maximize Jack’s journey in particular, instead of focusing so much on the interior
lives of the people he meets, and this report offers suggestions on how to do so.
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The book’s look into mental health—and society’s views on mental health treatment—
make this novel relevant to a lot of discussions happening in our world today.
Fortunately, there’s been a thrust in recent years toward destigmatizing mental health
issues, and because of that, I do think there’s commercial potential for this
book. Since Jack’s journey could illuminate the need for continued forward progress
in that regard, the book could be marketed as one that speaks to the current discourse
happening around mental health. To get to that point, though, you’ll first need
to pull Jack’s own issues and struggles into much greater focus (more on that in a
bit). Also, since this is a novel meant for adults, you’ll need to get your word count
up. The current length of your project is more in line with the young adult genre, and
a better target would be about 80,000 words. Not to worry, though: if you implement
the suggestions I’ve outlined in this report, you will have no problem expanding your
word count.
CONTENT:
You do an effective job throughout the novel of showing us the culture of the asylum,
and in fact, you establish this culture very early on in the final line of the first
chapter. When Jack is choked by Gillian and then has “bruised hands,” it’s a great move
to have Mrs Miller’s only response be “You need to toughen up.” The note I wrote to
myself in your manuscript at this point was “Yikes!” which means you’ve done a good
job of giving the reader a visceral response to both the brutality of the place and the
lack of regard for the patients. This shows us right from the beginning that Jack is not
going to have an easy or even very rehabilitative time. I do think, though, that
sometimes these moments get in the way of telling the greater story of Jack’s journey.
There’s a lot of emphasis placed on the incompetence and abusive behaviour of the
staff at the asylum, and while this is very important to explore, I’ve suggested in this
report ways that you could use that element of the story in a more meaningful way.
You also offer fantastic, beautifully written insights into the effects of the trauma
caused by the asylum. For example, I loved the bit about time on p. 76 that begins with
“But it’s not just an issue of dates” and goes to the end of that paragraph. I only wish
that there had been more moments like this throughout the novel, since we often feel
so removed from Jack’s perspective and emotional experience (which I’ll
explain further in this report).
I also really liked how you show the public’s perspective on mental illness, whether
that’s through the stigma that’s attached to it or the fact that it’s not often taken
seriously enough. This was particularly well achieved through Charge Nurse
Wallace’s character. On p. 10, he says, “Most of them malingerers if you ask me,
claiming to be ill. I ask you what is all this depression nonsense? And anxiety? They’d
have had bloody anxiety if they had been in North Africa with me fighting Rommel.” As
someone who suffers from anxiety myself, I feel like I’ve heard some version of these
words several times throughout my life. Often, people think that depression can be
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cured by “looking on the bright side!” or anxiety can be quelled by saying “don’t worry
about it!” Charge Nurse Wallace definitely seems to represent that viewpoint in this
book, and that’s made all the more disturbing by the fact that he is…well, the Charge
Nurse.
All of these things put together—the culture of the asylum, the insights into the trauma
created by that culture, the representation of those who don’t believe in mental illness
as an actual affliction—make for an effective exploration of both the experience of
mental illness and its treatment. My comments and suggestions in the rest of this
report are meant to help you harness that efficacy you’ve already achieved in order
to amplify the novel’s overall power and impact.
STRUCTURE
The main structural issue with your novel is that, instead of keeping us
in Jack’s perspective the entire time, there are many competing points of view. For the
first six chapters, Jack is our narrator, and we get used to him as such, but in the
seventh chapter, we find ourselves suddenly in the perspective of someone
named John—a character who, up until now, we haven’t even heard of. As a reader,
this was incredibly jarring, and as you know, this happens multiple times throughout
the book, with the perspective jolting into other minor characters’ viewpoints and
voices. What this does is make Jack feel like a secondary character in his own
story. Although most, if not all, of these chapters told from other characters’
perspectives do involve Jack in some way—with the new character ultimately
intersecting with Jack—they keep us removed from any understanding
of Jack’s internal or even external struggle. I realize that many of those chapters are
working to show us the incompetence of the asylum and its staff as a whole, but there
are still ways to accomplish this while remaining in our protagonist’s perspective.
For example, in Chapter 7 (the John chapter), the entire scene would take on much
more power if we were shown it from Jack’s point of view. He could be shocked to
see John, this pivotal person from his past, in the asylum, and he can ask John how he
came to be there. Throughout their interaction, Jack can pepper in his memories
of John and how important John was in encouraging him to find a path in life. Because
we then know, from Jack’s memories and past experiences, that John is
definitely not in need of mental health treatment, it will come as even more of a shock
to us (and Jack) that John has been mistaken for a patient. That shows the reader
and Jack the incompetence and reckless authority of Berry Close, and it also might
help to show Jack that, if John doesn’t really deserve to be there, then maybe he
doesn’t either. This could then be a pivotal moment in his own journey in the asylum.
For each chapter you’ve written from the perspective of someone who is not Jack, I
would encourage you to ask yourself the following question: What am I trying to
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convey with this chapter and this person’s story, and how can I instead use this
character as a way to reveal some necessary truth to Jack as he navigates life in
the asylum? Then, tell the experience from Jack’s point of view. Let us see him meet
these people and let us see him grapple with the truths they bring to light for him.
A smaller but still important structural issue in your novel is the need for stronger
transitions. For example, on p. 12, you write, “All was going well on the morning of the
trip,” but this comes right after a section of dialogue that has nothing to do with a
trip of any kind (and, in fact, was about a very traumatic thing that Richard
experienced), so the reader is left wondering where this sudden trip has come
from. This happens many times throughout the book, where there is an abrupt switch
from character portraits or memories back into another distinct moment at Berry
Close. Sometimes, it might be helpful to use a section break, which will signal to the
reader that we are now entering a different moment in the story. Other times, you will
need to work on filling in the gap between those different moments. For example, on
p. 97, you have this beautiful and insightful section that begins, “What is it about
people, friendships, kindness, life?” In this passage, Jack elucidates some very
important truths, but all of that is immediately undercut by the jarring end of that
paragraph: “Time to go home.” The fact of Jack going home in this part is actually very
important, as he’s been “missing” for a couple of weeks, so by writing it off as just
“Time to go home,” we’re missing a vital part of his internal journey. What is it about
the revelations and thoughts he’s just had about people, friendships, etc. that causes
him to feel that he needs to go home? These things—mainly, Jack’s thought process
and reactions to his epiphanies—need to be fleshed out more.
In a similar vein, sometimes your chapter endings fall a little flat. For example, Chapter
3 concludes with the following passage: “Fairclough’s friend Smith then jumped on
Jennings’ back, and we all joined in. As the punches went flying and the nurses came
running I noticed Raymond standing quietly over by the hedge smoking his
pipe.” While it’s humorous that Raymond is sort of obliviously smoking while all this
commotion is going on, it puts so much emphasis on Richard, and his pipe smoking, in
that moment that it makes it seem like that’s somehow going to be a pivotal part of
the story. It made me think: Is Richard plotting something? Does Richard understand
more than he lets on? Is Richard secretly working for the administrative team to get
certain patients in trouble when they get out of line? However, none of these come to
pass, so it ends up being sort of an arbitrary place to end the chapter, instead of one
that spurs the reader forward with questions that will ultimately be answered. My
personal advice on chapter endings is to make them sing; make them resonate with
what has occurred in the chapter and make them force the reader to turn the page
because they’re desperate to learn more.
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In revising this novel, be sure to watch out for your tenses. You tend to slip back and
forth between past and present when narrating the main storyline (so I’m not talking
about a tense switch when you narrate memories, as the tense switch there is to be
expected). For example, take a look at the first chapter. The opening scenes are in
present tense, but then on p. 2, it suddenly switches to past tense between these two
sentences: “An apparition in white is speaking to another apparition in white, whilst
peering down at me. My name was henceforth mentioned infrequently.” The narration
then carries on in past tense until p. 5 when it goes back to present tense with
“I raise my arm and he emphatically slams my hand down.” A few lines later, it then
switches back to past with “His left hand was missing the tops of three fingers.” As you
rework your novel, make sure to decide which tense you want to use for narrating the
main storyline and then be sure that you keep that tense consistent.
VOICE & STYLE
This is a section where I get to give you a lot of praise because, overall, I really enjoyed
the voice of your novel. Right from the very first lines, I was intrigued. “Is this my face?
I look closely for clues” is a strong way to open. I love the sound echo with
closely/clues, and you did a good job of extending these sound devices
throughout the opening (“aggressive appetite,” “duck and dive”), which helps to pull
the reader in and keep them moving through the prose. The following passage from
the first page does an excellent job of describing the battle with mental illness—that
disconnect between the internal and external: “So frequently this face looks beaten up,
and is then required to carry me into the outside world, and be configured into an
acceptable enough presentation to duck and dive, work through various scripts,
navigate.” I particularly like how you used “this face” instead of “my face” to emphasize
that Jack is experiencing a disconnect from his own body.
In fact, there were so many great lines throughout the book—some that were richly
crafted, others that were powerful because of their simplicity. As an example of the
latter, I love on p. 11 when you write, “…so he must wait his turn. He waited, and most
nights quietly wept.” The rhythm created by the repetition of “wait” works great here,
and as I said, the quiet simplicity is lovely. An example of a more elaborately crafted
passage that I really loved is on p. 22: “The top and bottom set of her dentures stared
out at us with their nicotine-stained odorous presence, heralding the toothless
enunciation of our names. Her lips slipped and slopped around and through a range
of vowels and consonants in no particular order, with limited legibility or concern.” The
imagery here is quite strong, and in fact, you do an excellent job of crafting your
imagery throughout the novel.
You use a good deal of personification in this book, which I found to be very effective.
On p. 1, you describe the pen as “determinedly immobile,” which in this exam scene,
gives the effect of making the pen seem as though it has more agency than Jack, even
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in its stillness. On p. 64, you have a great description of memory: “Memory, can’t be
trusted. It does its own thing, regularly deserting me. Don’t know where it goes. I
wonder if it sits somewhere, perhaps complaining about all it has had to do all these
years.” And similarly, on p. 65, you have a wonderful section personifying death. The
instances of personification throughout the novel work well with Jack’s overall journey,
as he is likely trying to figure out how he relates to the world—human and non-human
alike.
You also have a strength for scene setting, such as the imagery and details you use
when we’re first introduced to what life at Berry Close is like, and then, later, when J1 is
described. You create vivid scenery for these characters, which sets up a strong
backdrop for the story you’re telling. I also love when you describe the way the place
makes things feel, such as your description of time on p. 76.
Finally (for this section, at least), I really enjoyed your use of humour in the novel. For
example, I laughed out loud at “after suitably sympathising with the roses” on p.
4 (which is made absurd and therefore effectively comical given the context in which
that line appears), and I absolutely adored the introduction to Richard and his tobacco
pipe on p. 11, particularly: “When he was having a particularly bad day it was not
unknown for him to stuff a bird’s nest in and attempt to light that. At other times he
would use bits that had fallen out of a chair.”
CHARACTERISATION & DIALOGUE
One of your biggest strengths in this manuscript is your excellent characterization of
secondary characters. For example, on p. 3, you immediately provide us with a strong
understanding of the type of people Jack’s mother and father are. For the father, “My
father took a short while to register the presence of words that he hadn’t delivered, or
given express permission to be aired” tells us so much about him in a succinct way. For
the mother, this passage is especially illuminating: “Mother didn’t seem to notice the
blood running down my face, the crash of crockery onto the floor, or the chairs
splintering in their abrupt conflict with gravity. She retained her afternoon tea-party
composure, with a half-smile, and the seamless initiation of conversation onto the
welfare of the roses during a recent bout of blight.” On p. 4, you use physical details
for the doctor that bring his personality to life: “His mouth rested somewhere between
a sneer and a squirm, with lips inclined to smack and suck alarmingly.” And on pages
11 and 12, you skilfully use Richard’s quirk of reciting the train timetables to sneak
in the trauma this character has endured. These are just a few examples of the very
keen ability you have to make these characters come to life, with distinct personality
traits, gestures, and habits.
It therefore came as a surprise to me that you were not as successful in characterizing
your protagonist, Jack. I’ll speak more about this in the “Plotting & Pacing/Tension”
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section below, but for now, I’ll say that by the end of the novel, I feel like I still hardly
even know Jack, and that he has been rendered much less vividly than the minor
characters he comes into contact with. I don’t know what he wants, or what motivates
him. He mentions that he has a difficult time using his “external voice,” but I am left
wondering if he even wants to. He often narrates things he does or things that happen
to him without reflecting on those experiences or actions in a way that could help us
understand his interior landscape, and/or how those events are impacting him
personally. For example, on p. 10, you write, “I had done my best to keep the hospital
maintenance team busy through wrecking it as much as I could,” and I’m not at all
clear what’s motivating that behaviour. Is he messing with them on purpose? Is he
trying to make their life more difficult because he resents being there? Is he being a
bit tongue-in-cheek as a narrator because he sees, by looking at these events from the
past, that everything he was doing at the asylum was only making more work for
people? There were so many times in this novel where I did not know
what Jack’s reaction was, and this made it very difficult for me to feel like I knew or
understood him at all.
In terms of your dialogue, I’d like to encourage you to use dialogue tags—“I said,”
“Richard exclaimed”—more often. For the most part, you tend to just write lines of
dialogue with no tags, so they appear almost like lines in a script. You don’t need a
dialogue tag for every single line of dialogue (that would become overwhelming and
monotonous), but when you haven’t indicated who is speaking for a little bit, it helps
to orient readers again by throwing in an “I said,” or something like that. Then they can
easily keep track once again of who is saying what.
There are also times in this novel where you mishandle the format dialogue is
supposed to follow. When you have one or more characters speaking with each other,
you should begin a new paragraph every time the person speaking changes, much the
way you do on p. 7. On p. 8, however, and in other places, you neglected to adhere to
that rule. Make sure you watch out for this when you revise.
Another thing I noticed about your dialogue was that you tend to have characters
saying these long, elaborate monologues in which they recount experiences they’ve
had. After a while, those monologues start to pull us away from the true story at hand
(Jack’s story) because they take up so much space recounting a different story
altogether. In a lot of cases, it would be a good idea to have a little more back and
forth—more of a conversation—between the character telling the story and the
character (often Jack) hearing the story. That keeps Jack present within that story, and
it feels less like an “information dump.” Another way to handle it might be to
have Jack paraphrase the story for us. Something like: “He told me about the time he
went to X. He described how the trees swayed like X, how the food tasted like X.” And
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so on. Again, that keeps Jack at the forefront of the reader’s experience, even as he’s
telling us about someone else’s life.
Similarly, on p. 25, Jack presents a long monologue to Mrs Miller about his experience
with Mo, which has led to him being diagnosed with so-called “perversions.” Having
it as a monologue, though, limits Jack’s ability to go deep into the memories for the
reader’s sake—adding sensory details, or tiny scraps of the experience that illuminate
the greater whole. Try to explore that experience with Jack’s narration, rather than a
long monologue he delivers to Mrs Miller. Then, after you’ve sufficiently explored it
through his memories, you can simply say something like: “I recounted all this to Mrs
Miller.”
One feature of your novel is characters who offer their life stories to other characters—
again, through long monologues. These can be cut down considerably, or, in some
cases, removed altogether. For example, one character begins telling Mr Smith his
entire life story on p. 9, even though it seems like he and Mr Smith already know each
other a bit. It doesn’t seem realistic, then, that he’d go into such detail about his
personal journey, since, presumably Mr Smith might already know some of these
details. Also, if the life story doesn’t serve Jack’s story—if it doesn’t make him reflect
on something, or realize an important truth about his own experience, if it doesn’t
resonate with him and therefore the reader in some way—it’s a sign that it could be
cut. The other characters in the story should always be—whether Jack knows it or
not—pushing Jack along in his personal journey.
PLOTTING & PACING/TENSION
The bit I have to tell you now might be a little hard to swallow, but I promise that if
you absorb what I’m saying here and work to address it, your novel will be much
stronger as a result.
In many ways, your novel lacks an actual story. In her excellent craft
book, Story Genius, Lisa Cron defines story as “how the things that happen in the
plot affect the protagonist, and how he or she changes as a result.” I mentioned earlier
that I feel like I hardly know Jack, and that I often have no idea what motivates him or
how he’s feeling about the things that happen to him. This is because you’ve crafted
the novel in a way that keeps us removed and distanced from Jack’s experiences. We’re
often told about them through other people’s experiences, without Jack showing us
what really happened. For example, on p. 9, Jack overhears a conversation between Mr
Smith and Mrs Thomas in which they discuss Jack’s “homosexual tendencies.” We
never get Jack’s reaction to this, though. Is he angry? Hurt? Does he fill crippled by the
injustice of the label of “perversions”? We also don’t get Jack’s insight into what these
experiences with other men were actually like. It would therefore be more effective to
know, at least a little bit, about some of these experiences from Jack’s perspective,
and then see how the doctors and nurses at the asylum are referring to them, so that
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we see the tension between these two points of view—basically the point of view
of homophobia versus that of someone who is gay.
Lisa Cron also says, “Anything that doesn’t impact the protagonist’s internal struggle,
regardless of how beautifully written or ‘objectively’ dramatic it is, will stop the story
cold, breaking the spell that captivated readers, and unceremoniously catapulting
them back into their own lives.” Since we rarely ever get Jack’s internal reaction to
things that happen—or see how they then affect him in his journey—your
story doesn’t have a chance to gain traction and forward movement. It feels like a lot
of stopping and starting (especially when combined with the abrupt switches into
minor characters’ perspectives), which affects the overall pace of the novel.
The sense of distance from Jack as a character is also a result of the fact that Jack often
shows us other people’s emotions and reactions to events without showing us his
own. For example, on p. 17, he describes Richard crying in reaction to the mattresses
being taken away, but he himself does not allow us to feel how he is responding to
this harsh removal of comforts. If his lack of reaction in parts like that is for a reason
(something related to his mental health, perhaps), then that should be hinted at in the
prose with something like: “I knew I should probably be crying myself, with our only
comfort being wrenched away from us so cruelly, but I couldn’t bring myself to care.
Instead, I felt the same numbness that had spread throughout my body since being
admitted to Berry Close.” Similarly, on p. 19, Jack says, “He cried a bit, I tried not to,”
but we’ve been kept at such a distance from Jack that we don’t know enough about
him yet to understand why he’s withholding his emotions.
Another effect of that distance from Jack is that we don’t even know he’s published a
book until Chapter 7. This seems like something that would be at the forefront of his
character, his identity, his sense of self, but he hardly ever speaks to us about
his carving. I’d love for him to let us in to that part of his life much earlier in—and
throughout—the novel. In fact, his relationship with carving could also be used as a
way for readers to measure his growth. Perhaps he doesn’t even have the urge
to carving when he arrives at the asylum, because of all the trauma he’s experiencing
there, but then, as the novel progresses and he begins to grow and heal, he slowly
comes around to that part of himself again. We need to know how he feels when
he carves—is it an escape for him, out of the locked prison he finds himself in, or is it
something that helps him articulate his feelings about the place he’s in? We also need
to know how he feels about the two readings he gives in the novel. Once again, these
things are just sort of thrust upon him, without him showing us how he’s feeling about
them. I really had no idea if he was excited about the carving, or dreading them, or
viewing them as a personal success. It seems that others view them as a success
for Jack, but again, we don’t get enough insight into how he feels about them.
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There’s also not enough in the novel about how Jack feels about being told he has
“perversions.” I honestly don’t know if he is at war with himself over his homosexuality.
It doesn’t seem like it, which makes me wonder why he doesn’t react more to being
told he has “perversions.” This is a missed opportunity for further tension in the novel,
between what people are telling him externally and what he’s experiencing internally.
In this vein, I like the idea of having Jack interact with Mo again at the very end of the
novel. However, that moment doesn’t yet have the impact it should because we haven’t
been given enough memories into or insight about Jack’s feelings for Mo. The one
part in the book where we do get that, on p. 19, feels rather rushed and insufficiently
explored. Again, this is a case where the reader’s sense of distance from Jack hampers
the potential power of the story, and therefore, it would strengthen the ending
considerably if you wove Jack’s relationship with and memories of Mo throughout the
novel.
Overall, there are a lot of missed opportunities for tension in your novel. Often,
something really traumatic happens at the asylum (the mention of “sexual favours”
that patients must pay to one nurse on p. 2, a man being run over by a bus on p. 10,
the fight on p. 18, the sexual abuse that appears to be described on p. 22, the aftermath
of Jack’s ECT on p. 28, Josef’s death), but those experiences feel completely glossed
over because we don’t see Jack’s reaction to them. Therefore, we don’t see that Jack is
really at war with his situation (in fact, there were so many times where I honestly
wasn’t sure if he minded being kept at the asylum!). These traumatic moments should
all be used to impact Jack in some way. Perhaps they are all things that build toward
showing Jack how terrible his situation is and therefore end up pushing him toward
wanting to take control of his life and get out. Again, that’s how you turn just a series
of events into an actual story—by showing us how those events propel, derail, shock,
inspire, etc. your protagonist and force him to take action.
Another example of a missed opportunity for tension comes from the fact that Chapter
11, in which Jack reunites with his estranged father, is told from his dad’s point of view.
Their reunion would be so much more impactful if Jack told us about it himself because
it would answer these questions that we’re left with in the chapter’s current form: How
does seeing his dad—and seeing the change in his dad—push Jack forward or
impact Jack’s life in the asylum? What does it make him realize, and how does it help
him to grow? Does Jack still hold anger toward his dad, even though he’s seemingly
changed, and if so, what does that teach him about people, about hurtful and abusive
behaviour? As I’ve mentioned previously, the other characters should always be used
as spring boards for realization for Jack. In Chapter 12, for example, which is from a
man named Brian’s perspective, Brian talks about his experience in ways that seem
like they’d resonate with Jack’s. If we saw the scene from Jack’s point of view, we’d
then be able to see how Jack learns from this conversation, how his relationship
with Brian changes him. Perhaps this is even the point where Jack sees that his “sense
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of self as a worthwhile human being” is being stripped away because of being at the
asylum. We need to see Jack come to these realizations—for the sake of his character
development, the novel’s tension, and its sense of movement.
This brings me to my next point: often, the only times we are given insight
into Jack’s thoughts and feelings is through long monologues he delivers to other
characters. In those cases, his ideas come out feeling polished and fully formed,
presented almost as more of a prepared speech than an impromptu part of a
conversation. For example, the one on pages 45-46 is very well written—the language
is evocative and effective, and it does a great job of inviting us into Jack’s perspective,
showing us how this experience has taken such a toll on him both mentally and
physically—but those ideas should be spread throughout the novel so we can see the
rising tension in Jack’s experience. Until he presented this monologue, I did not even
have an inkling that he felt this way. Right now, these monologues feel much too
tidy. Let us see more of the messiness of him coming to these realization—and that
messiness comes from showing us how he’s reacting to experiences along the
way, as they’re happening.
There are so many big plot points in the story that end up falling flat, that never
become more powerful or resonant simply because we are missing Jack’s reaction to
them. There’s Alan dying, Jack escaping the asylum, Jack’s transfer to J1, the
moment Jack gets out of Berry Close Higfor good to go live with Valery. These are
hugely important experiences in his journey, but they’re more or less just mentioned
as happening instead of being used to show us how Jack reacts, how they’re furthering
or stagnating his journey. This gives the impression that Jack doesn’t care about these
experiences at all. And if our protagonist doesn’t care, why should the reader? Why
should they remain invested or how can they even feel connected to Jack as a
character?
That, in the end, is the central issue of all the points I’ve made in this section: when
we’re kept at such a distance from Jack, when we’re not allowed to feel the tension
between his external circumstances and his internal journey, when major plot points
are glossed over without illuminating how they affect Jack, when the pace is brought
to an abrupt halt because of a switch to narrators who aren’t our protagonist, it makes
it very difficult for us to connect with Jack and to therefore become invested in his
journey. And a lack of investment on the reader’s part might very well lead to them
putting the novel down before it’s finished.
SPECIFIC EDITORIAL POINTS:
As you can see, I’ve already been pointing to specific pages and chapters throughout
my report, but I’ll be using this space to share other questions, comments, and
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suggestions I had as I was reading, as well as highlight other places where points I’ve
mentioned above could be addressed.
Chapter 1
Can we get a sense of Jack’s age somewhere in this chapter?
• Love this line: “I strain a few words out, miserable orphans scattered
without connection or craft” (1)
• p. 2: “The place for those seen as violent, and those deemed beyond
hope.” Why has Jack been deemed beyond hope at this point? We don’t
really know.
• p. 3: “I recounted a childhood experience which had rather crushed my
outer voice.” I don’t think he should be quite this self-aware here. It’s good
to sneak in this scene that helps illuminate something about him, but maybe
frame it more as this being the experience that made him afraid to speak
out, to see it as something that could be dangerous for him. “Crushed my
outer voice” makes it sound like something that happened to him, instead
of an experience that caused him to feel.
• p. 4: “I was thus defined and categorized, and left wondering where the
perversions had come into it.” I love this line because it feels so accurate
to how medical diagnoses can be. Often, we’re both informed and left in the
dark at the same time.
•

Chapter 2
p. 7: “A malevolent osmosis crept in on me.” This is a transition issue. In
this paragraph, you had just been talking about the mother before Jack was
even born, so this sudden switch to something about him is quite a leap.
Also, when did it creep in on him? How old was he when he felt he should
be called Jack instead of William?
•

Chapter 3
p. 10: “Josef was one of the many Polish refugees from the war, displaced
ordinary men and women, who were sent to psychiatric hospitals during and
after the war because no appropriate provision had been made for them,
and there were no other options available.” I love how you use Brian here as
a way to shed light on something that many people probably don’t know
about.
•

Chapter 4
This whole chapter revolves around Mr. Grimshaw. It’s really about Mr.
Grimshaw’s experience and not giving us enough of a window—or any
window really—into Jack’s own experience at the advertising agency, other
than the fact that there was a man named Grimshaw who talked and drank
•
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a lot. Remember to use secondary characters as forces that push Jack toward
realizing something, evaluating his own experiences, springboards for
growth/action, etc.
• p. 16: Grimshaw has a long monologue on this page, where he recollects
a lot of things in great detail. But he’s seemed so out of it when Jack sees
him at High View in other parts of the chapter. So why is he suddenly able
to be so clear-headed?
Chapter 5
As I started this chapter and saw that it began with “One day,” I
immediately wondered what had happened to the zoo trip that you’d
been referencing in the previous chapter. Why was there such lead up to
the zoo trip in Chapter 3—and then discussion of why Grimshaw couldn’t
go in Chapter 4—but then nothing actually happened on the zoo trip and
we never saw it?
• p. 18: Explore the fight more, as it currently feels very rushed.
Is Jack throwing any punches? Is he participating in the violence? It seems
like he is, because he says it was only 29 against one since Raymond was off
crying—thus implying that Raymond was the only one not involved—but
the action is so removed from Jack that it’s really unclear. Is he revelling in
this violence? Does he feel spite toward Brian? Rage? Or is he just getting
swept up and going along with things? Does the violence that they’re all
perpetrating on Wallace remind him at all of the violence done to him by
his own father?
• p. 19: “…and the danger of not sitting in the right compartment in case I
might end up somewhere that I didn’t want to be, since it’s already
happened!” This is the first indication I really got that Jack didn’t want to be
at the asylum. You need to establish this feeling earlier, since he’s already
been there for about 18 pages.
• p. 19: “…thinking about the good old days at Henderson and Henderson
Metal Works, and that I really should have gone back to Mike’s flat after that
night out, but it was a bit awkward with me also having met George, and
besides, Mike had a girlfriend, so I presumed he didn’t really care about me.”
There hasn’t been enough of this sense of Jack’s past or interior life so far.
We need more of this.
• What about the trauma of the sexual abuse described on p. 23? All we
get is that they told Sister Mackenzie about it and she got rid of the nurse.
But this is a horrible thing that occurs. Where is Jack’s reaction to this?
•

Chapter 6
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The entire conversation that happens in the opening scene happens
almost completely outside Jack, with no narration to let us see how he’s
feeling or reacting to the situation.
• p. 26: Sister Mackenzie tells Jack, “I want you to know that I think you are
doing really well.” What is she basing that on? What has she seen? Why
can’t the reader see that? Does Jack agree that he’s been doing well, or is
there tension between his viewpoint of his condition and Sister
Mackenzie’s?
•

Chapter 7
If this chapter were from Jack’s perspective, which it should be, the part
on p. 29 about the writing competition could be explored so much more—
what his first experience with writing was like, how it felt to win, what he
wrote about, etc.
•

Chapter 8
p. 36: “Oh yes Sister, very excited.” I haven’t been getting that sense at
all, so I don’t know if Jack is being sarcastic or genuine here.
• p. 36: “I was amazed so many people would want to hear me, and
delighted that in this audience of lives stretching across such a wide
spectrum, there was hardly any shouting or arguing, everybody on their best
behaviour - for me!” This is the only sense of pride I’ve seen from Jack so far
about his writing. This would have more impact if we’d previously learned
how he felt about the upcoming reading. Was he so nervous, thinking no
one would care what he has to say, but then he is surprised to learn that
people really do want to hear his work?
• p. 37: The paragraph that starts “For those unfamiliar with the 1959
Mental Health Act…” feels very out of place in this chapter, and out of tone
with what’s currently happening.
• p. 37: “I said half-jokingly to Derek, ‘Oh I wish I was going home with you
to a normal life.’” We need to see more of these types of feelings.
Although—since I don’t feel like I really know Jack, I’m not sure if he means
this or not, especially with “half-jokingly” thrown in.
• p. 38: Narratively speaking, it’s a very good choice to have this huge
setback happen for Jack right after his apparent success. But the last
sentence of this chapter—“It was all my fault, my stupid bloody fault”—gives
me pause. Is that really true? Yes, he was being violent, but why isn’t it the
fault, or at least partly the fault, of the person who provoked him? Is this
part of his journey toward self-acceptance? I don’t get the sense that he
finds anything wrong with being gay, though (nor should he!), so selfacceptance doesn’t necessarily feel applicable here.
•
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Chapter 11
It’s not clear what prompted Jack’s father’s change of heart. That could
be explored more (but, as I’ve mentioned, this chapter should be from Jack’s
perspective still), so that could be something that Jack interrogates his father
about when he sees him. Perhaps he doesn’t trust this sudden change of
heart (I certainly wouldn’t!) and he wants to know how it came about.
•

Chapter 12
P. 56: This whole story about Michelle does show how incompetent the
“treatment” they give at the asylum is, as well as how it ignores true mental
health issues. But again, this should be something we see through Jack’s
perspective. It could be something that shows him that whatever they’re
doing to him is not genuinely for his mental health. That could be something
that then pushes him to want to try to take back control of his life and leave.
•

Chapter 13
Am I correct that we learn in this chapter that Jack has been there for
twenty years, since Mrs. Jenkins wrote about her twentieth anniversary with
the job? That’s an extraordinary revelation and one we don’t get—we never
really know how much time has gone by for Jack—from Jack’s perspective.
Maybe the fact of the twentieth anniversary party could be used to show
Jack that he’s been there for twenty years at least, because he remembers
when Mrs. Jenkins started. And maybe that shocks him, how the years
slipped away in this place. Again, maybe that causes him to want to try to
get out.
•

Chapter 14
p. 63: “Maybe the sense of outrage over not receiving that leaves me
stuck somewhere, stuck here, and my life will never be ok until everybody
apologises, and that is probably unlikely! There will be no empathetic
witnessing of what’s happened, or maybe even of what is happening now.
Witnessing didn’t occur then and can’t be added on now to make it better.
I suppose it feels that some sort of debt is owed to me. Even though my
father has apologised – and what else can he do? – but the cracks are still
there, the debt unpaid, I’ve still got the limp, and on some days much worse
than that. Does any of that make sense?” This is good tension! We need to
see it develop more throughout the narrative, not just be thrown it fully
formed already. This is what I mean about the monologues taking away from
the power of Jack’s journey instead of illuminating it.
•

Chapter 15
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p. 66: “Jack’s head was done, he appeared to be examining the floor.
What could be on the floor that was upsetting him?” This is the first genuine
emotion we’ve seen from Jack. Of course, I want to see more emotion
throughout, but this is another reason why things need to be
from Jack’s point of view. He’s finally showing emotion, but we don’t get
insight into what that feels like for him, because it’s being narrated by
someone else.
• p. 67: Jack is about to get up to speak about his dead friend, which could
be a very powerful moment, but it immediately devolves into an almost
slapstick back and forth that again only highlights the incompetence of High
View and not Jack’s reaction. Jack losing a friend could have been a very
powerful moment in his journey, but it’s as if we never see it happen to him.
• The end of this chapter brings a horrible revelation! It’s great that Josef’s
family is alive, but it’s tragic because Josef had wanted so badly to reach
them. What is Jack’s reaction? Since he does end up trying to find Josef’s
family, we should see something here about how distraught he is over the
fact that Josef never got to fulfil his mission of finding and reuniting with his
family. That sets us up for Jack’s motivation later when he goes to find them
himself.
•

Chapter 16
p. 69: “Some of us allowed ourselves the thought that if Raymond can
do it maybe we can too.” Some of us implies that Jack himself has this
thought. Explore that. That’s a big moment in his journey; he’s beginning to
see that he might be able to control what happens to him, even if it means
breaking the rules. Of course, he does then decide to break out too, but so
much more tension and impact could be given to that decision if it’s
explored more fully, if we see everything he has to do to prepare, all the
difficulties involved with breaking out. Is he nervous? Is he excited? Does he
feel like this is his last chance at returning to a more normal life? We aren’t
let into what this means for him, so you’re currently keeping yourself from
getting a lot more mileage out of this plot point.
• p. 72: “It took a week for the nurse escort to track us down and reach the
wilds of Margate, by which time we had enjoyed the company of Aunt Nelly
very much, her hospitality even extending to giving us pocket money.” This
should be explored so much more. He’s getting a taste of the outside world
again, after years away from it. How does he experience it now, after all the
trauma he’s endured at the asylum? Is there anything he appreciates now
that he didn’t before? How has he changed? Let us see that in his reaction
to these moments in the outside world.
• p. 74: “No, I’m not staying out of it. What harm has Raymond ever done
to anybody? What does it matter if he thinks his mother is still alive and in
•
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the cupboard? It gives him some comfort and hope. Something most of us
have very little of. You guys just sit here on your fat arses, make all sorts of
judgements, and you don’t even think to offer us a chair to sit on. How have
you ever helped? You’re a bunch of self-important bastards.” I like Jack
saying this. But it could be fleshed out more by Jack recalling what he saw
of Raymond on their outing, how he seemed at home and comforted, and
how he seemed much better off than he ever had at High View. That could
push Jack into saying this, once he sees with new eyes the unkind way the
team is treating Raymond.
• The transfer to J1 comes at a good time, narratively speaking. Jack has
just had a glimpse of freedom, and now he’s being yanked back into the
asylum, and worse—he’s being put in a much worse place. But the chapter
doesn’t explore Jack’s reaction to that at all, or how J1 is even worse because
of the freedom he tasted for a little while. Is he despairing? Hopeless? Is he
holding onto those moments from the outside, savouring them as a way of
soothing himself? Does he believe he’ll ever get out?
• p. 76: “Christmas Day had arrived, apparently.” We need a better
transition here, though this might be a place where a section break after the
previous paragraph is enough to do the trick.
• p. 77: “The blood soon flows freely, mixing with the faeces oozing from
his trousers. He is too heavy for me to lift him up. I call for help, but no reply.
I run to the Nurses’ office.” Is Jack experiencing horror as he witnesses this?
I know I am as a reader. Or is he so desensitized to it because it’s a
commonplace occurrence more or less? If so, tell us that.
• p. 78: “I can’t think straight, not sure I can write. There is never any peace,
and nowhere to write.” Let us have experienced that with him. Show us a
scene where he maybe wants to write, or feels like he should, but he
experiences obstacles to doing so.
Chapter 17
p. 81: “Great to write, less great to fully realise how I’d been living all
these years.” Let us see that realization! Don’t just tell us that he’s had it; let
us experience the realization along with him.
• p. 81: “But the writing started to flow, and the Bishop loved it, insisting
on private readings in the chapel, with Father David making the tea. He
commended my progress to Dr. Meade. ‘Mr. Angel is doing very
well Dr. Meade, producing some good stuff. Top idea of yours Dr. Meade,
no doubt the British Medical Journal will be wanting to hear from you soon.
I think fame beckons Dr. Meade, cement your name in lights, and all that.’”
This is too rushed. The rapid pace of it keeps us from fully finding satisfaction
in this success.
•
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p. 82: What is Jack’s reaction to being asked to write part of Dr. Meade’s
report?
• p. 83: How does the Father’s departure impact Jack? Is he sad to see him
go? Is he worried he won’t be able to continue writing without the Father
advocating for him?
•

Chapter 19
p. 88: “…it was just a trifling little incident standing in degrading lines for
cold showers, having mouldy food thrown at us, being obliged to wear
clothes that twenty other people had worn, lying next to the last gasping
groans of somebody dying and not being able to do anything about it,
being seen as weird, mad, bad, and ignored and forgotten by everybody
outside the hospital for no good reason whatsoever in the name of care
and treatment…” By not letting us see this as it was happening (and only
having us learn about it after the fact), this experience rings hollow and
doesn’t have the impact that it otherwise would.
• p. 88: “Just move on now, is that what you are saying, just get going, the
door is open, live a normal life despite every crushing element to obstruct
living a normal life being in place for every second for years, the wounds
ripped open again and again on a daily basis, and I’m supposed to just skip
gratefully out of the hospital gates into a jolly life? Is that what you are
saying Jill?” I do like this reaction from Jack—that it’s anger, not relief that
he feels. That’s really interesting. But it could be explored much more if it
wasn’t only mentioned in dialogue.
• p. 89: “Jill picked me up and we drove off in her shiny Cortina, the
Pretenders on full blast. It was sort of suburbia, a boring house in a boring
street.” This should be explored so much more. He’s finally getting out!
What is he feeling as he leaves? Did he say goodbye to his friends?
• p. 89: There’s a mention of Hillary reminding Jack about the importance
of boundaries. What are these boundaries for him?
•

Chapter 20
p. 91: “Hated my writing. Hated my double-glazed, nicely furnished, nonsmelling room. Hated the lovely food Carol prepared, and her asking me
every morning, ‘How did you sleep?’ How the hell do you think I slept? More
nightmares actually. Couldn’t stop thinking of Josef.” This is really interesting
because it’s clearly a trauma response. He’s been in “captivity” for so long
that freedom feels uncomfortable to him. Explore that more.
• p. 91: “Being cared for, is that what I couldn’t handle? Being looked out
for consistently. First time really.” This is so important! Explore this more.
•
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p. 92: “…but it didn’t seem to have any magical effect, and I was put into
a cell with the drunks.” Doesn’t this trigger his past trauma? He’s
experiencing a loss of control again and being locked up.
• We need Jack’s motive in finding Josef’s family to be more clear. Does
he feel guilty that he got out but Josef never did? Is that why he wants to
go see Josef’s family? To carry on some mission for him that Josef was never
able to?
• p. 93: We should see more of his time with Josef’s family than just the
little tiny snippet we get at the end of this chapter. How does he feel having
succeeded in finding them? How does that help to heal him, if at all? What
can Josef’s family teach him?
•

Chapter 21
p. 95: “Straight on the phone to Simon Melville the next day. Need his
help. Get his Secretary.” Your prose appears to be devolving into sentence
fragments when it comes to the narration.
•

Chapter 22
I like that all the people from Jack’s life at High View are congregating
together at the end, and I’d like to see how Jack reacts to that. How does it
feel? Is he finding connection? Contentment? A sense of family?
•

Chapter 23
p. 101: “Carol starts to cry. ‘All you’ve been through Jack, oh my God, and
here we are now.’ Derek starts to cry. Father David’s lip is trembling, eyes
watering.” You’re showing us all this emotion around Jack, but what
is his emotion?
• p. 102: “As I read a sense of intimacy envelops me. I am proud to be
publicly sharing these words of mine, in all their crafted shapes and
meanings. I am describing inner and outer landscapes, experiences,
characters, encounters, woundings and joys. I publicly declare longings,
betrayals, subtleties, friendships won and friendships lost. The ages and
stages of a day, a year, a life, are laid out. Some hints, glances and insights
are conveyed. The arc of light and some darkness. I am admitting, owning,
my way of seeing.” This is a VERY important paragraph, but again, it’s rushed.
What are some of those longings, betrayals, etc.? What are some of those
insights? If you’ve been giving us these throughout the novel as you go
along, you can quickly reference them here.
•

SUBMITTING TO AGENTS/PUBLISHERS
Because of the core issues in the novel, BOOK TITLE is not yet ready for agents or
publishers. However, once you revise it (which may take several more drafts, as revision
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is its own artform in a way) and feel it is at its strongest, I recommend submitting to
agents who have represented at least one book that, in some way, deals with THE
THEME OF THE NOVEL. That way, you can say in your cover letter, “Because you
represented X, I think you will like my novel, which also explores XYZ.”
CONCLUSION AND KEY POINTS ROUND UP
There is so much to enjoy in this novel—the humour, the insights, the strong
characterization of people Jack meets, the attention to detail when setting a scene, the
imagery, the exploration of THEME OF THE NOVEL—but here are the main points I
hope you take away from this report:
• The entire novel needs to be in Jack’s perspective in order for the reader
to feel a connection to the experiences and plot points, and in order for
those plot points to gain more power.
• Jack needs to react to his experiences, instead of just stating them, in
order for readers to feel invested in his journey. If readers don’t feel like
they know Jack, they will have no reason to care about him.
• There needs to be more tension in the novel overall, especially
between Jack’s external circumstances and his internal journey.
Because Jack doesn’t often react to his experiences, each experience or plot
point
falls
flat,
instead
of becoming something
that
causes Jack to do or feel something. For each plot point/experience in your
novel, try this old trick: SWBBS (which stands for Somebody Wanted
Because But So). Taking Jack’s first reading as an example: Jack wanted to
feel validation from his writing again because writing was a connection to
who he was before the asylum, but he ended up in a fight after the reading
when someone was homophobic toward him and is now in a locked
seclusion room, so he has to reconcile the fact that his success at the
hospital was immediately followed by a punishment, thus making him
realize that this hospital is the main obstacle in the way of his success. With
SWBBS guiding you, you’d be able to take what are now just events in the
story (Jack gives a reading, Jack gets in a fight and ends up in seclusion)
and inject them with both motivation and a way to propel Jack further in
his journey.
• Watch out for your tenses. Make sure the tense of the narration remains
consistent throughout the novel. Decide whether Jack is telling it in past
tense or present tense, and then stick to that.
• Make sure that each character exists to affect Jack’s journey in some way.
Each character should be a springboard for Jack’s growth, potential
epiphanies, healing, or even temporary setbacks.
• Instead of relying on long monologues to convey Jack’s thoughts and
feelings, make sure you’re inserting those emotions and insights into the
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narrative itself so that the reader sees them build and develop. (This goes
back to letting us see Jack react to things as they happen.)
In this report, I’ve mentioned the book Story Genius by Lisa Cron. I think this book
would be a tremendous resource for you, and it provides exercises and concrete
examples that would help you find, shape, and harness the actual story of this novel.
Below, I’ve also compiled some links to Jericho Writers resources that should help you
address some of the issues I’ve mentioned in this report.
• Deepening character: https://jerichowriters.com/characterdevelopment/
• Dialogue: https://jerichowriters.com/writing-dialogue/
• External and internal conflict: https://jerichowriters.com/using-internaland-external-conflict-in-genre-writing/
• Plotting: https://jerichowriters.com/how-to-plot/
Overall, you have some great raw material in this novel, and the potential to make
a strong impact with it. I wish you the best of luck in deepening the story and
maximizing its power.
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